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Our proposal for ARCO 2020 includes several projects:  

 

First, with a selection of works of the seventies-eighties of the painter, writer and philosopher 

Giorgio Griffa (Turin, 1936), we remember the exhibition that took place ten years ago in our 

gallery, in the spring of 2010.  

 

At the same time that we dedicate part of the stand to a consecrated painter like Griffa, we 

will show works by Javier Calleja (Málaga, 1971). We presented his first individual in 2009. 

After ten years of work, this creator has achieved a deserved recognition and collaborates with 

several international galleries.  

 

Our third and last space of the booth deals with wire. Metamorphosis is a main work done by 

Manuel Rivera in 1959. This piece made us think about this material, so we looked for works of 

our represented artists that have been made in wire. For that reason, we will present Descenso 

by Susana Solano (Barcelona, 1946), and also a selection of works on wire on paper made 

by the Colombian artist Lina Espinosa (Bogotá, 1964).  

 

Finally, within the Special Projects program of the fair, we will show a key artwork of 1985 of 

the Galician painter Antón Lamazares (Lalín, 1954). 



 

 

 

 

Giorgio Griffa  

(Turín, 1936) 
 

Giorgio Griffa, painter, philosopher and “mystic sage" was born in Turin in 1936 and is a passionate defender of the Italian artistic 

movement Pittura Pittura (also known as Analytical Painting), which began in the late 1950’s. The painters of this artistic movement 

firmly believe in maintaining the core values of painting, and in not ignoring its long history; they create minimalist, monochrome and 

repeated strokes. 

 

Griffa is considered one of the great Italian painters in the current international scene, and his works are in public and private 

collections around the world. 

quasi obliquo, 1975 

acrylic on canvas 

34 x 32 cm 



linee orizzontali, 1973  

acrylic on canvas 

117 x 122 cm 



Javier Calleja  

(Málaga, 1971) 
 

The individual exhibition "Play Room" at the CAC Malaga was the presentation in society of Javier Calleja. More than ten years ago, 

his work has maintained some hallmarks, while incorporating new references. The game of scales of his first works remains as one of the 

guidelines of his work, in which the characters close to pop aesthetics and oriental anime have gained increasing prominence.                          

His portraits of big eyes show playful, ironic or critical messages through the legends in their scenes or clothes.  

 

Javier Calleja presented his first exhibition with us between the end of 2009 and the beginning of 2010. After ten years of work,                

this creator from Malaga has achieved a well-deserved recognition and collaborates with several international galleries. 

one, 2020 

acrylic on canvas 

38 x 61,6 cm  



no title boy, 2019 

acryilic on canvas 

54 x 41 cm  



Manuel Rivera  

(Granada, 1927 - Madrid, 1995) 
 

Two of the most well-known aspects of the work of 

this founding member of group El Paso (1957-1960) 

are the dramatic and the lyrical, converging and 

alternating throughout his career. 

 

The pursuit and fight for leaving traditional pictorial 

material in search of space culminates in the use of 

metallic fabrics from 1956 onwards. This is the year 

Rivera is chosen to represent Spain, together with 

Millares, in the IV São Paulo Art Biennial.  

 

Rivera's work is based on the relationship between 

space and light. A two-coloured combination with 

wires, white of the background and black of the wire, 

is fully developed on his series Metamorfosis, which 

he begins in 1958. 

metamorfosis, 1959 

wire net on wooden frame 

130 x 89 cm 



Susana Solano  

(Barcelona, 1946) 

 
She is one of the protagonists of the new Spanish sculpture who gained international acclaim during the late eighties and early nineties 

when she participated in artistic events on the world stage, such as the Documenta in Kassel or the São Paulo and Venice Biennial. In 

1988 she was awarded the Premio Nacional de Artes Plásticas. 

 

Her work is in public and private collections all over the world. She has exhibited at the Joan Miró Foundation, the MNCARS, the 

Museum of Modern Art in San Francisco (USA), The MACBA Barcelona, the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, the MoMA in New York and 

the Skulptur Projekte Münster (Germany), among others. Recently, the IVAM (Valencia) and the Patio Herreriano Museum of Valladolid 

have dedicated her a retrospective exhibition with more than one hundred works and models of public intervention projects that the 

artist has presented in recent years. 

descenso, 2016 

aluminum wire 

177 x 262 x 7,5 cm 





estudi nº3, 1995 

galvanized iron wire 

23 x 66 x 55 cm 



Lina Espinosa 

(Bogotá, 1964) 

 

She has an MFA in Fine Arts from The School of Art Institute of Chicago. She is an artist and teaches at Universidad de los Andes Art 

Department since 1991, where she was Head of the Art Department from 1997 to 2001. Since 1986 she has been participating in 

national and international exhibitions and her work is part of collections in Latino America, United States and Spain, amongst others, 

specially at the institutional sphere, where we highlight "Minimum Impact" in the Bolivarian Museum of Contemporary Art in Santa 

Marta, Colombia (2013) and “Through the Body” in Flatfile Galleries in Chicago (2008). Also in 2017 she presented her work at the 

12th International Conference of The Arts and Society in París and presented her work “Mapping the Territory II” in l’espace 

Cosmopolis of Nantes, Francia.  

 

Her collaboration with our gallery started with a solo Project in ARTBO Bogotá 2018, where her work “Traces and Silences” received 

the Honorable Mention of the KUBIK Price. Then her first exhibition in Spain, “Improbable Lines”, took place at our gallery and gather 

a series of her works from the last years.  

trazos y silencios, 2008 

wire on paper 

44 x 58,5 x 10,5 cm 

 



variaciones, 2010 

wire on paper 

35 x 25 cm 

irresoluto, 2010 

wire on paper 

35 x 25 cm 

desórdenes, 2011 

wire on paper 

50 x 35 cm  



Antón Lamazares 

(Maceira, 1954) 
 

Within the Special Projects program of ARCO, we will show a key artwork made by Lamazares in 1985, and several drawings on 

paper and cardboard of the eighties.  

 

He is one of the Galician painters with the greatest international renown. His work evolves from playful expressionism in the eighties 

towards informalism and abstraction, and even touches minimalism in its most recent phase. In his works, made on wood and cardboard, 

he creates his own language from experimentation with varnishes and other materials. 

 

 

Antón Lamazares. 

 Galería Rafael Pérez Hernando, 2014. 



porcallos, 1985 

mixed media on wood and cardboard  

250 x 180 cm 



untitled, 1981 

mixed media on cardboard 

52,4 x 74,5 cm 

untitled, 1981 

mixed media on cardboard 

52,5 x 74,8 cm 



http://www.rphart.net/

